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Abstract
The multi-modal nature of many vision problems calls for neural network architectures that can perform multiple tasks concurrently. Typically, such architectures have
been handcrafted in the literature. However, given the size and complexity of the problem, this manual architecture exploration likely exceeds human design abilities. In this
paper, we propose a principled approach, rooted in differentiable neural architecture
search, to automatically define branching (tree-like) structures in the encoding stage
of a multi-task neural network. To allow flexibility within resource-constrained environments, we introduce a proxyless, resource-aware loss that dynamically controls the
model size. Evaluations across a variety of dense prediction tasks show that our approach
consistently finds high-performing branching structures within limited resource budgets.
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Introduction

Over the last decade neural networks have shown impressive results for a multitude of tasks.
This is typically achieved by designing network architectures that satisfy the specific needs
of the task at hand, and training them in a fully supervised fashion [10, 21, 43]. This wellestablished strategy assumes that each task is tackled in isolation, and consequently, a dedicated network should be learned for every task. However, real-world problems are inherently
multi-modal (e.g., an autonomous car should be able to detect road lanes, recognize pedestrians in its vicinity, semantically understand its surroundings, estimate its distance from other
objects, etc.), which calls for architectures that can perform multiple tasks simultaneously.
Motivated by these observations researchers started designing multi-task architectures
that, given an input image, can produce predictions for all desired tasks [34]. Arguably the
most characteristic example is branched multi-task networks [6, 16, 17, 22, 29], where a
shared encoding stage branches out to a set of task-specific heads that decode the shared
features to yield task predictions. Follow-up works [8, 20, 25, 27, 40, 45] proposed more
c 2020. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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advanced mechanisms for multi-task learning, however, despite their advantages, they similarly assume that the multi-task architecture can be handcrafted prior to training. In a different vein, some works [23, 39] opted for a semi-automated architecture design where the
branching occurs at finer locations in the encoding stage. Task groupings at each branching
location are determined based on a measure of ‘task relatedness’ in pre-trained networks.
However, defining branching points based on such offline criteria disregards potential optimization benefits resulting from jointly learning particular groups of tasks [1].
Generally, finding an architecture suitable for multi-task learning poses great challenges
in trying to balance conflicting objectives. On the one hand, a multi-task network should
perform comparably to its single-task counterparts. This is not trivial as task interference1
can significantly affect individual task performance. On the other hand, unlike [8, 20, 27],
a multi-task network should keep within a low computational budget during inference with
respect to the single-task case. The relative importance of task performance vs. computational efficiency depends on the application, highlighting the necessity of being able to adapt
the architecture design flexibly. This calls for automatic architecture search techniques to
mitigate the effort accompanying architecture handcrafting.
In this paper, we address the aforementioned needs and propose Branched Multi-Task
Architecture Search (BMTAS2 ), a principled approach to automatically determine encoder
branching in multi-task architectures. To avoid a brute-force or greedy search as in [39]
and [23] respectively, we build a differentiable neural architecture search algorithm with a
search space directly encompassing all possible branching structures. Our approach is endto-end trainable, and allows flexibility in the model construction through the introduction of
a proxyless, resource-aware loss. Experimental analysis on multiple dense prediction tasks
shows that models generated by our method effectively balance the trade-off between overall
performance and computational cost.

2

Related Work

Multi-Task Learning (MTL) in deep neural networks addresses the problem of training
a single model that can perform multiple tasks concurrently. To this end, a first group of
works [8, 20, 27, 35] incorporated feature sharing mechanisms on top of a set of task-specific
networks. Typically, these soft parameter sharing approaches scale poorly to an increasing
number of tasks, as the parameter count usually exceeds the single-task case. A second group
of works [6, 16, 17, 22, 29] shared the majority of network operations, before branching out
to a set of task-specific heads that produce the task predictions. In these hard parameter
sharing approaches the branching point is manually determined prior to training, which can
lead to task interference if ‘unrelated’ (groups of) tasks are selected.
Follow-up works employed different techniques to address the MTL problem. PADNet [45] and MTI-Net [40] proposed to refine the initial task predictions by distilling crosstask information. Dynamic task prioritization [12] constructed a hierarchical network that
dynamically prioritizes the learning of ‘easy’ tasks at earlier layers. ASTMT [25] and
RCM [15] adopted a task-conditional approach, where only one task is forward-propagated
at a time, to sequentially generate all task predictions. All the above mentioned approaches
assume that the multi-task architecture can be handcrafted. However, given the size and
1 Task interference is a well-documented problem in multi-task networks [16, 17, 25, 37] where important information for one task might be a nuisance for another, leading to conflicts in the optimization of shared parameters.
2 Reference code at https://github.com/brdav/bmtas
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complexity of the problem, this manual exploration likely exceeds human design abilities.
In contrast, stochastic filter groups [2] re-purposed the convolution kernels in each layer to
support shared or task-specific behavior, but their method only operates at the channel level
of the network.
Our work is closer to [23, 39] where branching structures are generated in the encoding
stage of the network. However, instead of determining the task groupings at each branching
location in pre-trained networks via a brute-force or greedy algorithm, we propose a principled solution rooted in differentiable neural architecture search that is trainable end-to-end.
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) aims to automate the procedure of designing neural
network architectures in contrast to the established protocol of manually drafting them based
on prior knowledge. To achieve this, a first group of works [30, 46, 47] used a recurrent
neural network to sample architectures from a pre-defined search space and trained it with
reinforcement learning to maximize the expected accuracy on a validation set. A second
group of works [31, 32] employed evolutionary algorithms to gradually evolve a population
of models through mutations. Despite their great success, these works are computationally
demanding during the search phase, which motivated researchers to explore differentiable
NAS [19] through continuous relaxation of the architecture representation. SNAS [44] built
upon Gumbel-Softmax [14, 24] to propose an effective search gradient. Follow-up works [3,
42] introduced resource constraints into the optimization pipeline to control the model size.
In general, NAS works have mainly focused on the image classification task, with a
few exceptions that addressed other tasks too (e.g., semantic segmentation [18]). Moreover,
each task is tackled in isolation, i.e., a dedicated architecture is generated for each task.
When it comes to MTL however, there is a need to design architectures that perform well
across a variety of tasks. Routing networks [33] made a first attempt in this direction by
determining the connectivity of a network’s function blocks through routing, but they focus
on classification tasks, as opposed to the more challenging dense prediction considered in
this paper. MTL-NAS [9] extended NDDR-CNN [8] to automatically find the feature fusion
mechanisms on top of the task-specific networks, but their search is solely limited to the
feature sharing mechanisms. In contrast, we automatically generate branching (or tree-like)
structures in the encoding stage of the network, which allows more explicit control over the
size of the final model.

3

Method

Given a set of dense prediction tasks and an arbitrary neural architecture, our goal is to find
resource-efficient branching structures in the encoder, that promote the sharing of generalpurpose features between tasks and the decoupling of task-specific features across tasks. In
this section, we elaborate on three key components of the proposed BMTAS, which builds
upon differentiable NAS to tackle the aforementioned objective: the structure of the search
space (Section 3.1), the algorithm to traverse that search space (Section 3.2), and a novel
objective function to enforce resource efficiency (Section 3.3).

3.1

Search Space

In contrast to most established NAS works [19, 30, 46, 47] which only search for subcomponents (e.g., a cell) of the target architecture, our search space directly encompasses all
possible branching structures for a given number of T tasks in an encoder network. As
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Figure 1: Visualization of the construction of a branched architecture (bottom) from a supergraph (top). For each of the tasks A to D, a subgraph is sampled from the supergraph
(colored edges), using the learnable masks z(·) . To form a branching structure, the subgraphs
are combined according to the present task groupings. During the architecture search, the
masks z(·) are learned by minimizing a resource loss Lresource (computed using a look-up
table) and task performance losses LA to LD simultaneously.
shown in Figure 1, we can describe our search space with a directed acyclic graph, where
the vertices represent intermediate feature tensors and the edges operations (e.g., bottleneck
blocks in ResNet-50) of the chosen network. For an encoder with L layers the graph has
length L in total, and width T between consecutive vertices. Parallel edges denote candidate
operations, which are (non-parameter-sharing) duplicates of the original operation in the respective layer. The operation parameters of each duplicate block are ‘warmed up’ for a few
iterations on the corresponding task before the architecture search. Through this procedure,
each block is softly assigned to a task. For any one task t, a specific routing (subgraph)
through the supergraph can be obtained by sampling operations with a mask z(t) ∈ {0, 1}L×T
with one-hot rows. Any possible branching structure for a set of tasks can then be produced
by combining the task-specific routings. Note that, in order for computation sharing to occur
in layer l for two tasks, their sampled edges need to coincide in all layers 1 to l. We present
a loss function which incentivizes such computation sharing in Section 3.3.

3.2

Search Algorithm

As explained in the previous section, the goal of BMTAS is to find a set of masks Z =
{z(t) |t ∈ {1, ..., T }} to sample T subgraphs from the supergraph. We model this set with a
parameterized distribution pα (Z), where α (t) ∈ RL×T represents the unnormalized log probabilities for sampling individual operations for task t. Therefore, the overall optimization
problem we want to solve is:
min EZ∼pα (Z) [L (Z, θ )]

(1)

α,θ

θ denotes the neural operation parameters of the supergraph and L an appropriate loss function (see Section 3.3). By solving this optimization problem, we are maximizing the expected
performance (in accordance with the chosen L) of branching structures sampled from pα (Z).
Following [44], we can relax the discrete architecture distribution pα (Z) to be continuous
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and differentiable using the gradient estimator proposed in [14, 24]:

 
(t)
(t)
exp αl, j + gl, j /τ
(t)

  , j = 1, ..., T
zl, j =
(t)
(t)
∑Ti=1 exp αl,i + gl,i /τ
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(2)

(t)

gl, j ∼ Gumbel(0, 1) is random noise and τ > 0 a temperature parameter. If τ is very large,
the sampling distribution is nearly uniform, regardless of the α (t) values. This has the advantage that the resulting gradients in the backpropagation are smooth. For τ close to 0, we
approach sampling from the categorical distribution pα (Z). In practice, we gradually anneal
τ → 0 during training. Samples from the supergraph are obtained by multiplying the edges
(t)
in layer l with the softened one-hot vector zl and summing the output.
The above function, known as Gumbel-Softmax, enables us to directly learn the unnormalized log probability masks α (t) through gradient descent for each task t. During training,
we alternate between updating the architecture parameters α and the operation parameters θ ,
as this empirically leads to more stable convergence in our case. Afterwards, we discretize
α (t) using argmax to obtain one-hot masks that determine the final routing. As is common
practice [19, 44], we retrain the searched architectures from scratch.

3.3

Resource-Aware Objective Function

In the simplest case, the loss function in the overall optimization problem (Equation 1) of
BMTAS consists of a weighted sum of the task-specific losses:
T

Ltasks (Z, θ ) =

∑ ωt Lt (Z, θ )

(3)

t=1

Simply searching encoder structures via this objective function yields performance-oriented
branching structures, irrespective of the efficiency of the resulting model. We show in Section 4.3 that the outcome resembles separate single-task models, i.e., the tasks stop sharing
computations and branch out in early layers, increasing the capacity of the resulting network.
To obtain more compact encoder structures and to actively navigate the efficiency vs. performance trade-off, we introduce a resource-aware term Lresource in the objective function:
Lsearch = Ltasks + λ Lresource

(4)

The emphasis shifts to resource efficiency in the architecture search as λ is increased. We
follow related work [11, 28, 41] in choosing the number of multiply-add operations (MAdds)
during inference as a surrogate for resource efficiency. The MAdds C(Z) of a sampled
branched architecture Z depends on the present task groupings in each network layer. We
define a task grouping as a partition of the set {1, ..., T }, where the parts indicate computational sharing. For an encoder with L layers and K possible groupings per layer, the resource
objective can be formulated as:
L

EZ∼pα (Z) [C (Z)] =

K

∑ ∑ pα (κl = k)c(k, l)

(5)

l=1 k=1

where κl is the task grouping at layer l, and c(k, l) the MAdds of grouping k at layer l. Note
that, c(k, l) can be simply determined by a look-up table, as the computational cost only
depends on the layer index and the number of required operations given the grouping.
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In contrast to differentiable NAS works [3, 42, 44], we cannot calculate pα (κl = k) for
each layer independently, since task groupings depend on previous layers. As explained in
Section 3.1, two tasks only share computation in layer l provided that they also do so in all
preceding layers. Thus, for each task grouping k, we need to map out the set of valid ancestor
groupings Ak . In mathematical terms, Ak contains every partition (i.e., task grouping) of
which k is a refinement. Computational sharing with grouping k in layer l only occurs if the
groupings in every layer 1 to (l − 1) are in Ak . Considering this dependency structure, we
can decompose pα (κl = k) as a recursive formulation of conditional probabilities:
pα (κl = k) = pα (κl = k|κl−1 , ..., κ1 ∈ Ak )

∑

m∈Ak

pα (κl−1 = m),

l = 2, ..., L

(6)

The conditional probabilities pα (κl = k|κl−1 , ..., κ1 ∈ Ak ) are independent for each layer and
can be easily constructed from the unnormalized log sampling probabilities α.
The derivations presented in this section yield a proxyless resource loss function, i.e., it
encourages solutions which directly minimize the expected resource cost of the final model.
By design, this resource objective function allows us to find tree-like structures without
resorting to curriculum learning techniques during the architecture search, which would be
infeasible using simpler, indirect constraints (e.g., L2 regularization).

4

Experiments

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup (Section 4.1), and consequently evaluate the proposed method on several datasets using different backbones (Section 4.2). We
also present ablation studies to validate our search algorithm (Section 4.3), and analyze the
resulting task groupings in a case study (Section 4.4).

4.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. We carry out experiments on PASCAL [7] and NYUD-v2 [38], two popular
datasets for dense prediction MTL. For PASCAL we use the PASCAL-Context [5] data split,
which includes 4998 training and 5105 testing images, densely labeled for semantic segmentation (SemSeg), human parts segmentation (PartSeg), saliency estimation (Sal), surface normal estimation (Norm), and edge detection (Edge). We adopt the distilled saliency and surface normal labels from [25]. The NYUD-v2 dataset comprises 795 training and 654 testing
images of indoor scenes, fully labeled for semantic segmentation (SemSeg), depth estimation (Depth), surface normal estimation (Norm), and edge detection (Edge). All training and
evaluation of the baselines and final branched models was conducted on the full-resolution
images. Yet, to accelerate the architecture search, we optimize BMTAS using resized input
images (1/2 and 2/3 resolution for PASCAL-Context and NYUD-v2 respectively).
Architectures. For all experiments we use a DeepLabv3+ base architecture [4], which
was designed for semantic segmentation, but was shown to perform well for various dense
prediction tasks [15, 25]. To demonstrate generalization of our method across encoder types,
we report results for both MobileNetV2 [36] and ResNet-50 [13] backbones. Note that, for
MobileNetV2 we employ a reduced design of the ASPP module (R-ASPP), proposed in [36].
Metrics. We evaluate semantic segmentation, human parts segmentation and saliency
estimation using mean intersection over union. For surface normal estimation we use mean
error in predicted angles, for edge detection optimal dataset F-measure [26], and for depth
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Model
Single
Shared
C.-S. [27]
NDDR-CNN [8]
MTAN [20]
BMTAS-1
BMTAS-2
BMTAS-3

MAdds ↓
15.7B
6.0B
15.7B
21.8B
9.5B
7.5B
9.1B
12.5B

SemSeg ↑
65.11
59.69
63.28
63.22
61.55
61.43
62.80
64.07

PartSeg ↑
57.54
55.96
60.21
56.12
58.89
56.77
57.72
58.60

Sal ↑
65.41
63.03
65.13
65.16
64.96
63.64
64.92
64.72

Norm ↓
13.98
16.02
14.17
14.47
14.74
14.77
14.48
14.27

Edge ↑
69.50
67.80
71.10
68.90
69.90
68.20
68.70
69.40

∆m [%] ↑
-6.35
0.47
-2.02
-1.73
-3.44
-1.74
-0.60

Table 1: Comparison of BMTAS with MTL baselines on PASCAL-Context using a MobileNetV2 backbone. The resource loss weights λ for BMTAS are chosen on a logarithmic
grid: 1e-1, 5e-2 and 2e-2 respectively.
estimation root mean square error. To obtain a single-number performance metric for a
multi-task model, we additionally report the average per-task performance drop (∆m ) with
respect to single-task baselines b for model m, as proposed in [25]. It is defined as
∆m =

1
T

T

∑ (−1)li

i=1


Mm,i − Mb,i /Mb,i

(7)

where li = 1 if a lower value for metric Mi indicates better performance, and li = 0 otherwise.
Baselines. To eliminate the influence of differences in training setup (data augmentation,
hyperparameters, etc.), we compare BMTAS with our own implementation of competing
approaches. As a reference, we first report the performance of standard single-task models
(‘Single’) and a multi-task model consisting of a fully shared encoder and task-specific heads
(‘Shared’). Note that, we consider the ASPP (resp. R-ASPP) module part of the encoder, and
as such, share it between all tasks for this model. Furthermore, we create branched encoder
structures by two competing methods: i) In FAFS [23], a fully shared encoder is first pretrained and then greedily split layer by layer, starting from the final layer. Branches are
separated based on task similarity in sample space, taking into account the complexity of the
resulting model. ii) In BMN [39], branching structures are found by measuring task affinity
with feature map correlations between pre-trained single-task networks. The final models
are the result of an exhaustive search over all possible branching configurations, capped at
maximum resource cost. Finally, we evaluate the performances of three state-of-the-art MTL
approaches: cross-stitch networks (C.-S.) [27], NDDR-CNN [8] and MTAN [20].

4.2

Comparison with the State-of-the-Art

Since the proposed method is targeted towards resource-constrained applications, we optimize two objectives concurrently: multi-task performance and resource cost, and we ultimately seek pareto-efficient solutions. Figure 2 depicts a comparison of the principal encoder
branching methods. For each method, three models are generated by varying the complexity
penalties in the algorithms. Our models compare favorably to random structures and FAFS,
and perform on par with BMN. Unlike BMN however, our approach is end-to-end trainable,
and does not rely on an offline brute-force search over the entire space of configurations.
Table 1 and Table 2 show a breakdown of individual task metrics for our method and
state-of-the-art MTL approaches on PASCAL-Context and NYUD-v2 using a MobileNetV2
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MobileNetV2 backbone

ResNet-50 backbone
0

0

Single
Shared
FAFS
BMN
Random
BMTAS
BMTAS, λ = 0

−4

−6
6

8

10
12
MAdds [×1e9]

14

16

∆m [%]

∆m [%]

−1
−2

−2

Single
Shared
FAFS
BMN
Random
BMTAS
BMTAS, λ = 0

−3
−4
−5

150

200

250
MAdds [×1e9]

300

350

Figure 2: Comparison of multi-task performance (∆m , see Section 4.1) as a function of
multiply-add operations (MAdds) of encoder branching methods on PASCAL-Context, for
a MobileNetV2 backbone (left) and a ResNet-50 backbone (right). For all methods three
models with adjustable complexity penalty were evaluated, except ours (BMTAS), for which
we additionally report the model obtained by an architecture search without resource loss
(no complexity penalty). Note that, BMTAS models favorably balance the efficiency vs.
performance trade-off.
and ResNet-50 backbone, respectively. On PASCAL-Context, the BMTAS multi-task performances lie between the ‘Shared’ and ‘Single’ baselines. Although the C.-S. network
performs best in this setting, it also requires considerably more MAdds than all the BMTAS
models. On the smaller NYUD-v2 datasets, MTL approaches generally perform better compared to the ‘Single’ baseline. Note that, owing to the large number of channels in the
feature maps, both NDDR-CNN and MTAN scale inefficiently to a ResNet-50 backbone.
The performance boost for these methods therefore comes at the cost of a sizeable increase
in resource cost (MAdds).
Overall, BMTAS models gain the advantage in applications where both resource efficiency and task performance are essential. The method is universally applicable to any backbone and thus able to produce compact multi-task models in all tested scenarios. Furthermore, BMTAS is freely adaptable to the application-specific resource budget, a flexibility
which is not provided by C.-S., NDDR-CNN or MTAN without changing the backbone.
However, the proposed approach also shows some limitations. Notably, the number of possible task groupings grows quickly with increasing tasks3 , raising the complexity of computing
the resource loss. Combined with the enlarged space of possible branching configurations,
this can slow down the architecture search considerably for many-task learning.
For a medium number of tasks however, BMTAS is reasonably efficient. Concretely,
the search time was around 1 day on NYUD-v2 (4 tasks, 25000 iterations) and 3.5 days on
PASCAL-Context (5 tasks, 50000 iterations) for either backbone using a single V100 GPU.

4.3

Ablation Studies

In Table 3 we present two sets of ablation studies on our search algorithm. As a reference
model, we use ‘BMTAS-2’ from Table 1.
3 The

total number of task groupings for T tasks is given by the Bell number BT .
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Model
Single
Shared
C.-S. [27]
NDDR-CNN [8]
MTAN [20]
BMTAS-1
BMTAS-2
BMTAS-3

MAdds ↓
254.4B
122.2B
254.4B
366.2B
600.1B
155.8B
223.7B
248.3B

SemSeg ↑
40.08
38.37
41.01
40.88
42.03
40.66
40.37
41.10

Depth ↓
0.5479
0.5766
0.5380
0.5358
0.5191
0.5691
0.5413
0.5431

Norm ↓
21.67
22.66
22.00
21.86
21.89
21.84
21.74
21.56

Edge ↑
70.10
70.90
70.40
70.30
70.40
70.70
69.80
70.10

∆m [%] ↑
-3.23
0.77
0.91
2.38
-0.58
0.30
0.98

Table 2: Comparison of BMTAS with MTL baselines on NYUD-v2 using a ResNet-50 backbone. The resource loss weights λ for BMTAS are 5e-3, 1e-3 and 2e-4 respectively.
Model
BMTAS
Permutations
Vanilla
w/o res. loss
w/o warm-up
w/o resizing

SemSeg ↑
62.80
63.07±1.09
64.29
64.70
62.70
63.29

PartSeg ↑
57.72
57.46±0.39
57.15
58.82
57.93
57.50

Sal ↑
64.92
64.25±0.20
64.43
65.32
63.66
64.06

Norm ↓
14.48
14.94±0.25
15.06
14.14
14.74
14.37

Edge ↑
68.70
69.20±0.73
69.10
70.00
68.60
68.70

∆m [%] ↑
-1.74
-2.47±0.39
-2.34
0.21
-2.49
-1.77

Table 3: Ablation studies on PASCAL-Context using a MobileNetV2 backbone. The numbers for ‘Permutations’ reflect the mean and standard deviation of five independent runs.

First, we validate the efficacy of the obtained branching by randomly permuting task-tobranch pairings in the reference structure, before training it (‘Permutations’). We repeat this
procedure five times and report the mean scores and standard deviations in Table 3. We also
train a simple branching structure consisting of some fully shared layers and simultaneous
branching for all tasks (‘Vanilla’). The branching point is chosen such that the number of
MAdds coincides with our reference model. Although these two baselines outperform our
reference model on SemSeg and Edge, the overall multi-task performance is lower in both
cases, suggesting that our method learns to disentangle tasks more efficiently.
Second, we ablate three components of our search algorithm and report the corresponding results in Table 3: i) We discard the resource term in the loss (‘w/o res. loss’), i.e., we
set λ = 0 in the total search loss of Equation 4. Both the performance and resource cost (see
also Figure 2 left) of the found model are close to the single-task case, as suggested in Section 3.3. ii) We disable the task-specific ‘warm-up’ of the parallel candidate operations (‘w/o
warm-up’, see Section 3.1) and directly search architectures with ImageNet initialization for
θ . The resulting model underperforms our reference model, indicating the importance of
softly assigning each candidate operation to a particular task before starting the search: This
helps counteract the bias of the algorithm toward full operation sharing early in the training,
as well as breaks parameter initialization symmetry. Note that, only the neural operation parameters θ are ‘warmed up’ before the search, while the architecture distribution parameters
α are simply initialized with zeros. iii) We conduct the architecture search on the full resolution input images (‘w/o resizing’), instead of resizing them as mentioned in Section 4.1.
The performance remains approximately equal to the reference model, justifying the use of
resized images during architecture search.
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Edge

RSA Matrix of
Encoded Features

Sem
Pa
Seg rtSeg

Sal

No

rm

Ed
ge

SemSeg 1.000 0.681 0.616 0.638 0.578
PartSeg 0.681 1.000 0.558 0.526 0.524
Sal 0.616 0.558 1.000 0.591 0.690
Norm 0.638 0.526 0.591 1.000 0.694
Edge 0.578 0.524 0.690 0.694 1.000

Branched
ResNet-50-DeepLabv3+

Image

Norm
Sal
Operations
Conv1
Bottleneck Block
ASPP Module
Task-Speci c Head
Skip Connection

Feature Representations
Input / Output
Intermediate

PartSeg
SemSeg

Figure 3: Graph of a ResNet-50-DeepLabv3+ branching structure obtained with our method
on the PASCAL-Context dataset (‘BMTAS-2’ in supplementary material Table S2). Edges
of the graph indicate operations and vertices indicate feature tensors. On the left, a Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) matrix determined from correlating encoder output
feature maps of the single-task networks is shown. Note that, grouped tasks in the branched
architecture exhibit high RSA correlations, validating our searched configuration.

4.4

Task Pairing Case Study

Figure 3 shows a sample ResNet-50 encoder branching structure determined with our method.
We compare the resulting task groupings with the Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA)
matrix obtained from correlating encoded feature maps of the individual single-task networks, as proposed in [39]. The RSA suggests task groupings similar to ours, with the pairs
SemSeg-PartSeg and Norm-Edge having high task affinities in both cases.

5

Conclusion

We presented BMTAS, an end-to-end approach for automatically finding efficient encoder
branching structures for MTL. Individual task routings through a supergraph are determined by jointly learning architecture distribution parameters and neural operation parameters through backpropagation, using a novel resource-aware loss function. Combined, the
routings form branching structures which exhibit high overall performance while being computationally efficient, as we demonstrate across several datasets (PASCAL-Context, NYUDv2) and network backbones (ResNet-50, MobileNetV2). The proposed method is highly
flexible and can serve as a basis for further exploration in MTL NAS.
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